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Today’s fitness checklist for digital health

4

 Nautilus: 

 Workout 1: Managing digital assets

 Workout 2: Create engaging experiences 

 Workout 3: Using real-time testing

 Workout 4: Use data to make decisions

 The etailing group:

 Workout 5: The product page

 Workout 6: Guidelines for product page execution

 Workout 7:  The e-tailing group Holiday Checklist



Increasing Digital Health
Streamline Marketing Efficiencies 
with the Adobe® Online Marketing 
Suite, powered by Omniture®
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Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Workout 2: 

Use images to create a 

more engaging experience

Today’s Fitness Plan

Workout 1: 

Create and manage digital 

images efficiently

About Nautilus

Workout 3: 

Implement real-time 

testing and data-driven 

decision making

Workout 4:

Use testing to make 

revenue-generating 

decisions

Next Steps: 

Expand marketing 

efficiencies



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

About Nautilus, Inc.

Nautilus, Inc. is a home fitness-equipment retailer that provides tools 
and education to help people achieve a healthy lifestyle.



Workout 1: 
Create and manage 
digital images efficiently



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Nautilus needed an innovative solution to efficiently manage its images

Cumbersome Creative-image Processes

Managing product photography was a time-consuming, inefficient process.

Manual uploads New image creation



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Efficiency Across the Board

Automate and scale the management of images 
across digital platforms to save time and marketing investment.

Marketers now have flexible access to image assets for 
sales and marketing materials. ―We can now reuse 

our images across all 

websites to maximize 

our investment in 

every image.‖
– Joe Cantwell, Senior Web 

Content Specialist, Nautilus



Workout 2: 
Use images to create a 
more engaging experience



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Nautilus needed to deliver multiple vibrant images for each of its productsCustomers only saw a single, static, three-quarter-view image for each product.

One-sided Experiences



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Multidimensional Experiences

Increase engagement by providing more relevant content and imagery.

Immediate deployment of dynamic, interactive 
product images provided a richer visitor experience.

―With Scene7®, we can 

show customers several 

different angles of the 

product and enable 

visitors to zoom in and 

out for greater detail—all 

features that are critical 

to helping our customers 

feel more comfortable 

making investments in 

our products.‖
– Joe Cantwell, Senior Web 

Content Specialist, Nautilus



Workout 3:
Implement real-time testing 
and  data-driven decision 
making



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Nautilus needed an innovative solution to efficiently collect in-depth data about visitor 
traffic and online user engagement to determine which content drives sales

Extracting meaningful reports from their existing out-of-box content 
management solution was difficult and time consuming.

Inefficient and Limited Tools



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Comprehensive Insight and Flexibility

Meaningful reports accurately identify visitor traffic sources.

Marketers can now accurately measure and more easily access 
multichannel traffic data coming to the site.



Workout 4: 
Use testing to make 
revenue-generating decisions



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Holiday testing

Which holiday promotion yields the highest  results?



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Inefficient and Limited Tools

Nautilus needed an automated testing platform to help determine 
which content is more likely to drive sales

An in-house custom testing application built by an information-technology (IT) 
team required each testing scenario to be custom coded.



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Overwhelming Options and Untested Navigation

Nautilus also needed an efficient testing platform to help determine 
which content was more likely to drive sales.

Marketers suspected that 
the Bowflex Home Gym and 
TreadClimber sites displayed 

too many product options 
for customers.

Marketers had no insight 
into the impact of recently 
added product reviews.

Marketers suspected that a 
shorter shopping-cart process 
would increase sales, but 
lacked the data-driven insight 
to prove the assumption.



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Streamlined Navigation and Relevant Content

An automated testing platform tests the impact of product displays, customer 
reviews, and checkout pathing and offers efficient testing and data access.

Marketers can now easily determine which site content, display 
elements, and navigation pathing are driving sales.

Consumers preferred fewer 
products on the site, as indicated 
by site-conversion rates.

Displays featuring product 
reviews delivered a 13 percent lift 
in overall site conversion.

Screen shot of streamlined Bowflex 
product page

Adobe Test&Target™ indicated 
that a shorter checkout process 
did not positively affect sales.

Screen shot of streamlined Bowflex 
product page

―The Adobe solution automates the 
testing process, enabling us to test a 
variety of content instantly without any 
coding. It’s much more efficient and 
allows us to test more content and get 
better results.‖

– Ricardo Cheriel, Senior Web Content 
Specialist, Nautilus

―One of the most beneficial aspects of 
testing has been that we have data to 
cut down on internal debates and 
save us from making critical mistakes. 
The Adobe Online Marketing Suite 
delivers real, actionable data that 
removes any guesswork.‖

– Joe Cantwell, Senior Web Content 
Specialist, Nautilus



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Next Steps: Expand Marketing Efficiencies

―The Adobe Online Marketing 

Suite gives us all the resources 

we need to make sure our sites 

are intuitive, provide the right 

content, and, above all, meet 

the needs of our customers.‖
– Amy Dorsett, Manager, 

Enterprise Web, Nautilus

Mobile devices Social media



Changing the Game in Health and Fitness™

Key Takeaways

3 ways to get your site in shape for the holidays

Marketers suspected that 
the Bowflex Home Gym and TreadClimber
sites displayed too many product options 

for customers.

21 3

Reduce 
cumbersome 

processes

Use data to 
increase holiday 

ROI

Use testing to 
boost customer 

experience



Increase your digital health for Black Friday
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PERFECTING THE PRODUCT PAGE: 

GUIDELINES FOR DECISION-MAKING

Presented by

Lauren Freedman,

President, the e-tailing group



 16 years e-commerce consulting

 Author, It’s Just Shopping

 50+ years traditional retail and 

catalog experience

 Fortune 500 client projects

ranging from strategic planning, 

merchandising, marketing, to 

technology development and 

messaging

 Cross-category projects spanning 

specialty retail to departments  

 Proprietary research studies on 

mystery shopping, merchandising, 

mobile and consumer behavior

The Voice of Cross-Channel 

Merchandising

Straight talk from “in-the-trenches” 

online merchandising experts



AGENDA

• Workout 5:The Product Page

• Workout 6: Guidelines for Product Page Execution

– Showcase #1:  Product Page Strategies 

– Showcase #2:  Imagery Standards

– Showcase #3:  Category-Centric Tools

– Showcase #4:  Video

– Showcase #5:  Product Recommendations

• Workout 7: The e-tailing group Holiday Checklist
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THE PRODUCT PAGE—

FUNDAMENTAL FOR CONVERSION

 Cornerstone of the shopping experience as today many 

shoppers are driven directly to that page

 Fundamental for consumers to research, select and ultimately 

purchase products

 Must combine complete product information from specs to 

product details

 Should showcase product imagery, ideally bringing the product 

to life through rich media tools such as zoom and alternative 

views 

 A year-round selling destination

30



THE PRODUCT PAGE—

TACTICAL & PLATFORM CHALLENGES

• From an evolutionary standpoint, content has reached new heights with 

guides and video integration fueling online research

• Product page upgrades center on social dimensions that originate with 

user-generated content 

• Merchants are reassessing how they will render product pages via mobile 

phones and the growing tablet market

31



THE PRODUCT PAGE—

HOLISTIC THINKING & EXECUTION

 Product page testing it is essential to understand tactics that resonate 

with visitors and their optimal placement given one’s brand and category

 Building a testing culture, merchants will be in a position to evolve 

conversion by delivering a more personalized and targeted experience

32

Conversion

Test

Target

Optimize

Analysis



TEN-YEAR PRODUCT PAGE

TACTICAL PENETRATION IS DIRECTIONAL

33

the e-tailing group 
Mystery Shopping Features 

2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 

STANDARDS          

Product Recommendations 98% 98% 95% 96% 90% 88%* 80% 79% 71% 

Video 88% 64% 62% 45% 38% 20% 8% 12% 17% 

Zoom 86% 88% 90% 86% 81% 79% 70% 62% 61% 

Alternative Views 80% 76% 68% 66% 57% 45% 21% 12% n/a 

CATEGORY-CENTRIC          

Color Change 61%* 64%* 60%* 57%* 46%* 34%* 24%* 13%* 9% 

Shop by Outfit 51%  32%*  39%* 40%* 24%* 30%* 37%* 6%* n/a 

View in a Room  49%*  42%*  27%* 5%* 11%* 9%* 8%* n/a n/a 

3D 18% 21% 10% 9% 14% 4%* 4%* 4% 2% 

COMMUNITY-CENTRIC          

Product Reviews 87% 74% 58% 50% 38% 32% 24% n/a n/a 

Share Button 75% 67% 28% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

"Like" Button 36% n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 

e-tailing group Mystery Shopping Studies, 2002-2010



FEATURE VALUE DRIVES DEVELOPMENT

34

Ranking of Site Features Very Valuable to Neutral (Top-3) From an ROI Perspective

Keyword search 99% Sharing via social networking 86% Email customer service alerts 67% 

Cross-sells 96% Category content 83% Color change 65% 

Email as a merchandising 
vehicle 

96% Exclusives 83% Interactive tools 
65% 

What's new 96% Zoom 81% Gift certificates/Card via email 64% 

Sales/Specials 95% Promotional Incentives to buy 76% Gift certificates/Cards via mail 63% 

Seasonal promotions 92% Video 75% Product comparisons 63% 

Top sellers 92% 
Alternative/deferred payment 

methods 
74% Mobile applications 

61% 

Up-sells 92% Blogs 74% Live chat 59% 

Guided navigation 91% Gift center/Gift suggestions 73% Multiple ship-to's 59% 

Merchandised search landing 
pages  

90% Recently viewed 73% Limited hour promotions 
58% 

Advanced search 88% Brand showcase 72% As advertised/As seen in 57% 

Product ratings/Reviews 88% QuickView 72% Frequent buyer programs 56% 

Free shipping - conditional 87% Twitter marketing 72% 
Create your own /personalized 

products 50% 

Alternate views 86% Contests 69% 
Shop by outfit/ solution/View in 

a room 48% 

Coupons/Rebates 86% Free shipping - unconditional 69% In-store pick up and/or Returns 43% 

Facebook merchandising/ 
marketing 

86% Mobile commerce 68% Gift/Wedding registry 
33% 

  
Wish lists 68% In-store product locator/look-up 32% 

 

e-tailing group Annual Merchant Survey; 2011



Workout 6:

GUIDELINES FOR PRODUCT 

PAGE DECISION-MAKING
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A. PRODUCT PAGE 

PRESENTATION 

Evaluate the vision for the page and how it 

integrates into the overall shopping 

experience allocating the requisite 

investment to drive success 

36



THE COMPREHENSIVE STANDARD

37

Showcase #2: Product Page Strategies

• Robust product details,

• Large product image with zoom

• Room with a view

• Social elements

• Cross-selling



MINIMALIST 

CONTRADITION
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Showcase #2: Product Page Strategies

• Product plays the starring role

• On-model image

• One alternative view

• Color change

• Cross-sells

• Social elements



BRAND-CENTRIC ENHANCEMENT

39

Showcase #2: Product Page Strategies

• Video

• Recently viewed - personalized 

• Recommended products

• Promotional elements

• Buy now, save to wish list or 

dressing room

• Extended payment options



IMAGERY-CENTRIC 

SELLING

40

Showcase #2: Product Page Strategies

• Classic tabbing

• Find a retailer

• Color change

• Compare tools



INFORMATION-

CENTRIC VISION
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Showcase #2: Product Page Strategies

• Comprehensive information

• Recently viewed

• Color change

• Social elements



1. What features should be part of your product page experience? 

2. Which elements will serve as differentiators beyond the basics?

3. What ROI or standards will you put in place to assess the value of any 

given feature?

4. What layout is appropriate for your assortment and set of tactics? 

5. How can you maintain a roadmap that notes future feature needs while 

simultaneously ensuring that existing site features are up to best-in-class 

standards?

42

e-tailing group Q/A:  Product Page Strategies



B. IMAGERY STANDARDS
Deliver a “tactile” experience and 

determine placement of all visual 

elements to differentiate continually  

testing for optimization

. 

43



THE FOUNDATION OF IMAGERY

44

• Zoom quickly became a standard where initial rendering was simply a larger 

image while others incorporated rollovers along with pan and zoom

• Results from our Annual Merchant Survey find alternative views have risen 

to 14th place (out of fifty reviewed features) behind critical site features such 

as search, guided navigation, and sales

• 3D has maintained its presence for home, technology, and a handful of other 

categories

• Color change is invaluable for shoppers who want to visualize product in 

their preferred hue. 

* Subset of EG100 merchants Source:  the e-tailing group Annual Mystery Shopping Study,2010

the e-tailing group 
Mystery Shopping Penetration 

4Q10 4Q09 4Q08 

Zoom 86% 89% 90% 

Alternate views 80% 76% 68% 

3D 18% 21% 10% 

Color Change  61%*  64%* 60%* 

 



IMAGERY INSPIRES SHOPPERS
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Showcase #3: Imagery Standards



THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS
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Showcase #3: Imagery Standards

• Color change

• Zoom tools

• Social capabilities

• Customer service 

messaging



SHOW THE DETAILS 

FROM PRODUCT 

THROUGH SERVICE
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Showcase #3: Imagery Standards

• Alternative views 

• Fabric close-up 

• Color change 

• On-model photography



EXPOSE MULTIPLE VIEWS
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Showcase #3: Imagery Standards



FULL SCREEN AND 3D EFFECTS

GIVE SHOPPERS NEEDED INFO
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Showcase #3: Imagery Standards



1. Do your customers typically like to touch a product prior to purchasing?

2. How many pictures/views will be required to tell the full product story?  

3. Will lifestyle shots be desirable or are thumbnails adequate? 

4. Are model shots a necessary and/or wise investment? 

5. Are most of your products available across a range of colors?

6. Would seeing product in a 3D environment make for better previewing 

prior to purchasing?

50

e-tailing group Q/A:  Imagery Standards



1. Does your brand make a strong investment via imagery?

2. What is a reasonable photography investment?

3. Can brand images better tell or reinforce your company’s story? 

4. Is imagery already available within your organization and can it be 

leveraged to visually enhance the site?

5. Can you tap into manufacturers to secure imagery and supplement 

photography requirements?

6. Can traditional areas of the shopping experience (category page, 

customer service, retail locator) be bettered with imagery?

51

e-tailing group Q/A:  Investing in Imagery



C. CATEGORY-CENTRIC TOOLS

* Subset of EG100 merchants Source:  the 

e-tailing group Annual Mystery Shopping Study,2010

52

the e-tailing group Mystery Shopping 
Penetration 

4Q10 4Q09 4Q08 

Shop by outfit 51%* 32%* 39%* 

View in a Room 49%* 42%* 27%* 

Product Personalization 46%* 37%* 24% 

Interactive Tools 34% 35% 33% 

 

Thinking out-of-the box will fuel differentiation 

from competitors while exemplary execution 

should deliver desired results and best support 

your brand strategy 



CREATIVE TOOLS 

SELL APPAREL

53

Showcase #4: Category-Centric Tools

• On-figure and mannequins display 

products

• Color change 

• Social element where shoppers can 

share their thoughts about the outfit



EDUCATE PRIOR TO PURCHASING
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Showcase #4: Category-Centric Tools

• Request a quote selecting 

from exclusive finishes, accents

• Interactivity gives potential 

customers a sense of the price 

range they may need to pay for 

the desired product



HOME CATEGORY PERSONALIZATION 
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Showcase #4: Category-Centric Tools

• Shoppers view  

product in their room 

or one customized 

by the merchant

• Favorites can be 

saved and added to 

―My Shaw Floors‖

• Detailed images 



INTERACTIVE TOOLS

CONFIGURE FURNITURE

56

Showcase #4: Category-Centric Tools



1. Will your customer be more engaged learning about product and making 

their decisions via interactive means? 

2. Does your customer typically purchase a single item or is an outfit 

standard fare?

3. Is it important to visualize the products in a room environment?

4. Can brand be overlaid to truly differentiate the customer experience?

5. What solutions can be delivered in an interactive fashion to drive more 

business online or to support pre-store visits?
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e-tailing group Q/A:  Category-Centric Tools



D. VIDEO 

Video is powerful and must be integrated 

creatively on the product page from how-tos to 

connecting with one’s community 
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PRODUCT PAGE DYNAMICS

59

• The product page tops the list of locations where video was present

• From a branding perspective, video lookbooks, runway shows, and an 

overarching brand experience support corporate goals while imparting the 

flavor of both brand and product to potential customers

* Subset of EG100 merchants Source:  the e-tailing group Annual Mystery Shopping Study,2010

 

the e-tailing group  
Mystery Shopping 

Penetration 
4Q10 4Q09 

Videos/Audio 88% 64% 

     Location: Home Page 16%* Not tracked 

            Category Page 36%* Not tracked 

            Brand Boutique 41%* Not tracked 

            Product Page 73%* 55%* 

Type: Branding Content 69%* Not tracked 

            Manufacturer Content 47%* Not tracked 

            Category Content 53%* Not tracked 

            Product Content 76%* Not tracked 

            Guides/ How To's 33%* Not tracked 



VIDEO BRANDS THE PRODUCT PAGE
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Showcase #5: Video



STANDOUT VISUAL TREATMENT
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Showcase #5: Video



ROBUST MEDIA GALLERY
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Showcase #5: Video



1. Can video embellish existing how-to content?

2. Where within the site can video augment the shopping experience?

3. What is the optimal solution to create and deploy video assets?

4. What merits making the investment in video for an individual product?

5. Which benchmarks or measurements should merchants put in place to 

assess video’s performance from engagement to conversion? 
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e-tailing group Q/A:  Video



E.  PERSONALIZED 

RECOMMENDATIONS

Set a strategy for deploying 

recommendations and enhance the 

visual treatment to optimize results 
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PERSONALIZATION STRATEGIES

65

• Personalization strategies, including placement of up-sells and cross-sells, 

are seen as important retention strategies and given a top-2 rating by 61% 

of the merchants

• 16% of merchants report personalizing the site experience by dynamically 

showing the product

• 14% take advantage of algorithms to fuel those efforts 

• 37% of merchants who track up-sell and cross-sell revenue contribution

find it in the 3-10% range, consistent with 2010 at 36%

Source:  the e-tailing group 10th Annual Merchant Survey, 2011



UP-SELL & CROSS-SELL CONVERSION

66

3%
1%

6%
9% 10%

8%
6% 5%

52%

2% 3% 4%

11%

15%

8% 7%
9%

41%

Greater 
than 15%

11-15% 8-10% 5-7% 3-4% 1-2% Less than 
1%

Don't Offer Don't 
Know

What kind of conversion rates are you experiencing when shoppers 
preview up-sells or cross-sells on your product pages?

2011 2010

Source:  the e-tailing group 10th Annual Merchant Survey, 2011

• 33% of product page up-sell and cross-sell conversion rates are in the 

1-10% range, lower than 2010 (38%) as a greater percent of merchants 

did not track this metric (52% vs. 41%)



COLLECTION PURCHASING
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Showcase #6: Product Recommendations



STELLAR VISUAL 

EXECUTION

68

Showcase #6: Product Recommendations

• Product recommendations

• Zoom, full screen, and image gallery

• Size/fit guide



1. Will recommendations be populated manually, automated or a 

combination of both?

2. Where within the site will recommendations see the greatest attachment 

rate?

3. What should be populated from the product page to shopping cart and 

post-order to be most relevant for the shopper?

4. Are you leveraging analytics to best understand consumer buying 

patterns? 
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e-tailing group Q/A:  Product Recommendations



THE PRODUCT PAGE—

HOLISTIC THINKING & EXECUTION

 Product page testing it is essential to understand tactics that resonate 

with visitors and their optimal placement given one’s brand and category

 Building a testing culture, merchants will be in a position to evolve 

conversion by delivering a more personalized and targeted experience

70

Conversion

Test

Target

Optimize

Analysis
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EG Checklist for Product Page Holiday Execution

1. Reinforce your value proposition

2. Highlight product availability

3. Emphasize when products will be delivered

4. Highlight free shipping

5. Showcase gift cards from the product page to the shopping cart

6. Note if gift wrap is available via a visual icon

7. Make shoppers aware of other channels where last minute product can be 

picked up

8. Showcase related products as this is one time of year folks may spend a little 

something extra  

9. Integrate customer service policies particularly centered on your guarantee and 

returns to build consumer confidence

10.Deploy chat to timely answer questions during this hectic holiday time frame



THANK YOU

Lauren Freedman

LF@e-tailing.com

773-975-7280

www.e-tailing.com
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4 Key Takeaways

73

Eliminate manual processes

Use testing to get your site in shape for the holidays

Use personalization to boost customer experiences

Keep your product pages dynamic 
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Increase your digital health for Black Friday
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Obtain additional resources at:

www.omniture.com/webinars 
877.722.7088

webcasts@adobe.com

Follow us: Facebook.com/Omniture or @Omniture


